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METHODS

Data collection. 20 sessions, naturalistic production, audio-taped in 45-60-minute 
classroom periods 

Different triads of students for each session (3 participants seated at same table in 
Spanish immersion classroom). No student was repeated 

BACKGROUND

Empirical challenge. Crosslinguistic findings on L1 and 
L2 object clitic acquisition continue to be contradictory

Clitics omitted as part of the maturational process (Guasti
1994, Jakubowicz et al. 1998, Wexler et al. 2004, 
Babyonyshev & Marin 2006, Gavarró et al. 2010, Pérez-
Leroux et al. 2017)   Clitic structures susceptible to 
increased optionality in development (Sorace 2000, Cuza
et al. 2013, Pirvulescu et al. 2014)                                  
Clitics produced, but errors in clitic morphology for 
extended developmental period (Schaeffer 2000, Ivanov 
2008, Gavarró et al. 2010) Children acquire early mastery 
of clitics (Fujino & Sano 2002, Domínguez 2003, 
Eisenchlas 2003, Costa et al. 2008) Proclisis –Enclisis 
preference in Spanish (Montrul 2010, Pérez-Leroux et al. 
2011, Shin et al.  2017, Requena & Dracos 2018)

Possible Unifying Account. Clitic Acquisition Theory 
(CAT) Wexler (2003) Clitic structure expressed through 
maturation of checking features

Learnability Problem of Object Clitics: How and when 
does developmental optionality come to converge on 
the knowledge of the ‘mature’ clitic variability attested 

in steady-state native grammars? 

Competent Gradience model (Duffield 2003)

STUDY HYPOTHESES
Competent Gradience Model not previously studied in children. Can it characterize 
stable variability in ‘post-CAT’ child clitic competence? Measurable predictions:  
(1) Categorical knowledge of Spanish object clitics. Approximation to steady-state 

native speaker grammars (e.g., grammatical occurrence of accusative clitics in 
simple predicates, affirmative and negative command forms)

(2) Non-categorical + non-acceptable knowledge of Spanish clitics. Non-convergence 
on UC = divergence from native-speaker target/lower degree of competence (e.g., 
ungrammatical occurrence of clitic omission, default clitic lo, random clitic pronoun 
as overt expletive subject “*Lo nieva” (Lozano 2002)-cf.Dominican Sp varieties 
(Toribio 1993, 2000))

(3) Non-categorical + acceptable knowledge of Spanish clitics. SC - variable, context 
dependent with native-like gradience (e.g., grammatical occurrence and frequency 
of optional proclisis–enclisis, grammatical clitic omission and clitic doubling)
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RESULTS &DISCUSSION
SHS at all proficiency levels produced clitics to some degree: 
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Micro-level = Surface Competence (SC)
Gradient, probabilistic, language-specific knowledge, can be 
explicitly learned (e.g., formal classroom setting). Sensitive 

to lexical and/or syntactic contingencies
Macro-level = Underlying Competence (UC) 

Invariant properties of UG; innate, categorical knowledge of 
core phonological and syntactic principles, canonical word 

order

SC indirectly constrained by UG principles stemming 
from UC core syntax, thus SC shares a degree of 
implicit competence with UC

Participants.60 chl ld Spanish-heri tage speakers (SHS) living in
suburbs of a major US Midwestern city 
27 girls, 33 boys; age range = 4;6 – 7;10 yrs, M = 5;8 yrs
59 = US-born, 1 = 6 yr old born in South America, AOA = 5 yrs 
All children exposed to Spanish from birth 
Al l were attending Saturday Spanish-Heri tage Language school
14 Spanish-speaking variet ies (based on part icipants’ parents’  

national i t ies)   

Hypothesis (1): √  61.1%  grammatical occurrence of Spanish object clitics in simple 
predicates, including affirmative and negative command forms. Zero violations: relative 
order of simple clitics or clitic clusters. Zero word order violations: obligatory proclisis with 
indicative finite verbs, negative imperative forms, obligatory enclisis with affirmative 
imperative verbs 

Hypothesis (2): 36.8% ungrammatical clitic omission in obligatory contexts. (Omissions not 
constrained by syntactic /discourse rules, and similar structures not attested in steady-state 
native grammars.) Participants produced overt expletive clitics (2.1%) and default lo (4.2%) 
“*Yo lo tengo aquí [la manzana] (‘I have it here’) (103010:9A-6)”

Hypothesis (3):√ Nearly 21% grammatical clitic omission. Distributions of enclisis (13.4%) 
and proclisis (17.9%). 100% enclitic and proclitic output = grammatical. 2.8% clitic doubling: 
“No loi tengo un lápizi (‘I don’t have iti a pencili’) (103110:16A-6)” [Suñer’s (1988) clitic 
doubling in absence of DOM]

Triangulation. Spanish-speaking linguist and “observer” familiar with local Latinx 
community but not related to any participant’s family present at Saturday sessions, 
taking contextualized notes on morphosyntactic competence of participants

Data transcribed, encoded and verified by native Spanish-speakers not in Saturday 
classroom during data collection 

• Grammatical Spanish object clitic constructions support SHS categorical 
knowledge à(UC) 

• Grammatical output of variable and context dependent structures (clitic doubling, 
proclisis versus enclisis) demonstrates SHS nuanced micro-knowledgeà(SC)

• H(2) findings mirror previous studies on variable and ungrammatical clitic 
omission in developing L1 grammars (50% in some studies). HS children may 
have extended optionality stage for clitics, attributed to low frequency of input in 
heritage language (Pirvulescu et al. 2014)

• If ungrammatical optionality per CAT is still present to a small degree in SHS, then 
it is possible that variability in Competent Gradience operates concurrently with 
CAT and also undergoes maturation parallel to CAT, rather than coming ‘online’ as 
a fully operational ‘post-maturational’ state


